Abstract. For a singular probability measure µ on the circle, we show the existence of positive matrices on the unit disc which admit a boundary representation on the unit circle with respect to µ. These positive matrices are constructed in several different ways using the Kaczmarz algorithm. Some of these positive matrices correspond to the projection of the Szegő kernel on the disc to certain subspaces of the Hardy space corresponding to the normalized Cauchy transform of µ. Other positive matrices are obtained which correspond to subspaces of the Hardy space after a renormalization, and so are not projections of the Szegő kernel. We show that these positive matrices are a generalization of a spectrum or Fourier frame for µ, and the existence of such a positive matrix does not require µ to be spectral.
Introduction
The boundary value problems we consider here are motivated by two cases considered earlier. One is Fatou's theorem for the Hardy space H 2 on the disk D, yielding an isomorphism between H 2 on the one hand, and L 2 of the boundary circle T on the other, with the L 2 referring to the Haar (normalized Lebesgue) measure on T.
In particular, this theorem shows that every f in H 2 has a non-tangential limit a.e. with respect to Lebesgue measure on T, and that the L 2 norm of the limit function agrees with the H 2 norm of f . Now because of a more general duality theory, it is natural to ask for boundary representations specified by certain lacunary subspaces in H 2 . On account of work by the second named author and co-authors (e.g. [9, 7] , see also [19] ), it is known that there are families of singular measures µ on the circle that admit a Fourier duality corresponding to associated sets of lacunary Fourier frequencies. (Such measures µ are said to be spectral.) The latter sets of frequencies in turn index certain closed subspaces of H 2 that can be shown to have boundary representations, referring now instead to L 2 (µ) boundary values. By "lacunary" we refer to Fourier series having asymptotically an infinite sequence of gaps between non-zero coefficients, the successive gaps growing at a geometric rate.
The boundary representations we present here go beyond that of spectral measures from spectral pairs. Our results in turn are based on a new kernel analysis, and we open below by recalling some facts from the theory of reproducing kernels that will be used inside the paper. We make use of frames and of the structure theorem of Wold for isometries in Hilbert spaces. Our frame expansions are constructive in that we generate them from the Kaczmarz algorithm, a procedure originally used to solve systems of linear equations. It is well-known that an equivalent description of H 2 is as the space of holomorphic functions on D with square-summable coefficients:
where the norm is then equivalently given by
In addition, for each f ∈ H 2 , there exists a (unique) function f * ∈ L 2 (T), which we shall call the Lebesgue boundary function of f , such that (2) lim
In fact, lim r→1 − f (re 2πix ) = f * (e 2πix ) pointwise for almost every x. If f (z) = ∞ n=0 a n z n and g(z) = ∞ n=0 b n z n are two members of H 2 , the inner product of f and g in H 2 can be described in two ways:
* (e 2πix )g * (e 2πix ) dx.
Because the point-evaluation functionals on the Hardy space are bounded, the Hardy space is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. Its kernel is the classical Szegő kernel k(z, w) =: k z , defined by k z (w) := 1 1 − zw .
We then have
is Lebesgue measure, as is the measure in (3). The intent of this paper is to show that among the functions in the Hardy space, there are a host of other kernels that reproduce with respect to their boundaries. However, these boundary functions will not be taken with respect to Lebesgue measure, but with respect to a given singular measure, and the integration of these boundary functions will also be done with respect to this measure. We consider two main questions: which positive matrices does the Hardy space contain that reproduce themselves by boundary functions with respect to a given measure, and with respect to which measures will a positive matrix reproduce itself by boundary functions? Remark 1. In this paper, we will be dealing with measures µ on the unit circle. The unit circle T := {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} and its topology shall be identified with [0, 1) via the relation ξ = e 2πix for ξ ∈ T and x ∈ [0, 1). We will regard the measures µ as being supported on [0, 1). A function f (ξ) defined on T (for example, a boundary function) may be regarded as being in
. The subscript will be suppressed where context suffices. A measure µ will be called singular if it is a Borel measure that is singular with respect to Lebesgue measure. Definition 1. If µ is a finite Borel measure on [0, 1) and f (z) is an analytic function on D,
If a function possesses an L 2 (µ)-boundary function, then clearly that boundary function is unique. The L 2 (µ)-boundary function of a function f : D → C shall be denoted f * µ , but we omit the subscript when context precludes ambiguity.
Definition 2.
A positive matrix (in the sense of E. H. Moore) on a domain E is a function K(z, w) : E × E → C such that for all finite sequences ζ 1 , ζ 2 , . . . , ζ n ∈ E, the matrix (K(ζ j , ζ i )) ij is positive semidefinite. We will usually write K z (w) instead of K(z, w), to emphasize that each fixed z yields a function in w. Given a positive matrix K z (w), we will use the bare notation K to refer to the set {K z : z ∈ E} of functions from E to C comprising it, though sometimes we will use K to refer to the positive matrix itself as a function from E × E to C.
Our interest is in positive matrices on E = D, and more specifically those residing in H 2 (D). Recall that the classical Hardy space is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. We therefore desire to find subspaces of the Hardy space that not only are Hilbert spaces with respect to the L 2 (µ)-boundary norm, but are in fact reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces with respect to this norm. The classical Moore-Aronszajn Theorem connects positive matrices to reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces [3] :
Theorem (Moore-Aronszajn). To every positive matrix K z (w) on a domain E there corresponds one and only one class of functions on E with a uniquely determined quadratic form in it, forming a Hilbert space and admitting K z (w) as a reproducing kernel. This class of functions is generated by all functions of the form n k=1 ξ k K z k (w), with norm given by
Conversely, every reproducing kernel of a Hilbert space of functions on a common domain is a positive matrix. Let us then define two sets of interest: Definition 3. Let µ be a nonnegative Borel measure on [0, 1). We define K(µ) to be the set of positive matrices K on D such that for each fixed z ∈ D, K z possesses an L 2 (µ)-boundary K Definition 5. A sequence {x n } ∞ n=0 in a Hilbert space H is called a frame [6] if there exist positive constants A and B such that
satisfies (possibly only) the right-hand inequality in (4), it is called a Bessel sequence. If A = B, the frame is called tight, and if A = B = 1, it is called a Parseval frame.
φ, x n y n = φ for all φ ∈ H.
If (5) is satisfied, then it is necessarily also true that
Thus, frame duality is symmetric. A given frame will generally have many dual frames, but every frame possesses a unique canonical dual frame. A Parseval frame is its own canonical dual.
The quaternary Cantor measure µ 4 is the restriction of the -dimensional Hausdorff measure to the ternary Cantor set. In [9] , Jorgensen and Pedersen showed that the quaternary Cantor measure is spectral. That is, there exists a set Γ ⊂ Z such that the set of complex exponentials e 2πiλx λ∈Γ
is an orthonormal basis of L 2 (µ 4 ). From this, Dutkay and Jorgensen [7] constructed a positive matrix G Γ inside H 2 that reproduces itself both in H 2 and with respect to L 2 (µ 4 )-boundary integration. Thus G Γ ∈ K(µ 4 ).
In [9] , it was also shown that µ 3 is not spectral. Thus, it is not possible to construct a positive matrix for µ 3 in the same way as for µ 4 . However, it is sufficient for µ 3 to possess an exponential frame:
We will prove a generalization of this result in Theorem 4. It is still unknown whether µ 3 possesses an exponential frame. Despite this seeming impediment, in this paper we will show not only that K(µ 3 ) is nonempty, but that it contains infinitely many members within H 2 . In fact, we will show this for all singular probability measures on [0, 1).
2. Kernels in K(µ) That Are Also H 2 Kernels
In our first step to show that for µ a singular probability measure K(µ) has a rich variety of inhabitants, we consider when projections of the Szegő kernel onto appropriate subspaces of H 2 will be elements in K(µ). For the measure µ, there is a canonical subspace of H 2 identified with µ-it is the image of L 2 (µ) under the Normalized Cauchy transform, which also is a de Branges-Rovnyak space. This subspace will give rise to many kernels in K(µ). There is a one-to-one correspondence between the nonconstant inner functions b and the finite nonnegative singular measures µ on [0, 1) given by the Herglotz representation:
For a singular measure µ and an inner function b related in this way, we will say that µ is the measure "corresponding" to b, or that b is the inner function "corresponding" to µ. Let S denote the forward shift on H 2 , i.e. Sf (z) = zf (z). Beurling's Theorem says that the nontrivial invariant subspaces for S are those subspaces of H 2 of the form bH 2 , where b is an inner function. The nontrivial invariant subspaces of the backward shift S *
there is a de Branges-Rovnyak space H(b) [5, 1] , which is by definition the range of the operator
with the Hilbert space structure that makes A a partial isometry from H 2 to H(b). (Here T b is the Toeplitz operator with symbol b.) In this paper, we are only concerned with the situation in which b is inner, and in that case we have H(b) = H 2 ⊖ bH 2 with the norm inherited from H 2 . For a complete treatment, see Sarason's book [17] .
Definition 8. For a finite nonnegative Borel measure µ on [0, 1), we define the normalized Cauchy transform V µ from L 1 (µ) to the set of functions on C \ T by
If µ is a singular probability measure on [0, 1) with corresponding inner function b, then V µ is an isometry of L 2 (µ) onto H(b) [4, 16, 15, 8] . The unnormalized Cauchy transform shall here be denoted C µ (in [17] , K µ ):
Define e λ (x) := e 2πiλx . In [8] , it was proved that if µ is a singular probability measure, then the sequence {g n } ∞ n=0 defined by
Equations (9) and (10) are referred to as the Kaczmarz algorithm [10, 11] . Equation (10) can be interpreted as a Fourier expansion of f ∈ L 2 (µ); see also [15, 20] .
There exists a sequence {α n } of scalars (depending on µ) such that
for all n ∈ N 0 . This sequence is obtained by inverting a lower triangular banded matrix whose jk-th entry isμ(j − k). For an explicit expression, see [8] . The following was also proved:
. If µ is a singular probability measure, then for all f ∈ L 2 (µ),
The following is proven in [15] ; we give an alternate proof here using Theorem A.
Proof. Since the sum in (10) is summable in L 2 (µ), it is Abel summable, and hence by (12) we have that
, and since an L 2 (µ)-boundary is unique, we have
Corollary 1. If µ is a singular probability measure with corresponding inner function b, then for any f (z), j(z) ∈ H(b), we have
where f * and j * are the L 2 (µ)-boundary functions of f and j, respectively.
Thus, for inner functions b with b(0) = 0, functions in H(b) not only have Lebesgue boundaries, but also L 2 (µ)-boundaries, and the norm of H(b) is equal to boundary integration with respect to either boundary/measure pair. As an ordinary subspace of H 2 , H(b) is of course a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. Let k z (w) ∈ H 2 denote the Szegő kernel of H 2 . It is known (see [17] ) that the kernel of H(b) is given by
Using (12), we give the following alternative form: Theorem 1. Let µ be a singular probability measure with corresponding inner function b and associated sequence
Proof. We can combine (6) with a result in [8] (which uses ideas in [11] ) to obtain that the inner function b satisfies
Since the sequence {g n } ∞ n=0 is Bessel,
The rearrangement of summation above is justified, because
which shows that the sum converges absolutely. Recall from Theorem A that for f ∈ L 2 (µ),
On the other hand, in [17] it is computed via the Herglotz representation that
Therefore (by V µ 's original definition, but in accordance with (7), (8), and (15)),
Equation (14) now follows from Equation (16). Remark 2. It should be noted that Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 are previously known. See, for example, Clark's influential paper [4] , Poltoratskii [15] , and Sarason's book [17] . Theorem 2 is thus simply a formality. However, it can be proven another way, by combining Theorem 1 with Theorem 4, which is to come.
is a closed subspace and P V is the orthogonal projection onto V , then
Since the ternary Cantor measure µ 3 is singular, Theorem 2 shows that K(µ 3 ) is nonempty, despite µ 3 being nonspectral. Corollary 2 shows that K(µ 3 ) contains other members as well. We shall see that there are many more kernels in K(µ 3 ), including some that lie outside H(b). 
Although the Wold Decomposition Theorem is well-known [13, 12, 18] , we offer the following alternative proof for the present situation:
Theorem
Proof. We know that k
For each k ∈ N, we have that
Now, observe that
Since T b is an isometry, and H(b) is the orthogonal complement of the range of T b , it follows readily that b n H(b) ⊥ b k H(b) for all n = k and thus
where φ n is the unique member of H(b) such that φ n · b n is the orthogonal projection of f onto b n H(b).
It is easy to show that for f ∈ H(b), (bf ) * = f * , and so every element of b n H(b) has an L 2 (µ)-boundary. Therefore, if the Wold decomposition of a function f ∈ H 2 is a finite sum, it has an L 2 (µ)-boundary. Thus, the Wold Decomposition shows, among other things, that the set of functions in H 2 possessing L 2 (µ)-boundary is dense.
Proposition 2. Let µ be a singular probability measure with corresponding inner function b.
n V n is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space with respect to the norm of L 2 (µ)-boundary integration, and its kernel is
z . Consequently, K z ∈ K(µ), and µ ∈ M(K).
Proof. For any f ∈ W , we may write
where f n ∈ V n . Then observe that by mutual orthogonality of the spaces
By mutual orthogonality of the spaces V 0 , V 1 , . . . , V N in H(b), the f n are orthogonal in H(b), and hence by Corollary 1 the f * n are orthogonal in L 2 (µ). Hence,
This shows that the H 2 norm and the L 2 (µ)-boundary norm are equal on W . Hence, the inner products are equal as well by the polarization identity. The proof is completed by noting that by orthogonality,
We have seen that for a singular probability measure µ, there are many kernels in K(µ), obtained by projecting the Szegő kernel onto appropriate subspaces of H 2 . We now turn to showing that there are many kernels in K(µ) which are not obtained in this way, and in fact the kernels will generate subspaces of H 2 for which the norm defined by the kernel is not identical to the norm in H 2 . The following definition will be convenient in our subsequent discussions: f, x n y n = f with convergence in norm for all f ∈ H, then {x n } ∞ n=0 is said to be dextrodual to {y n } ∞ n=0
(or, "a dextrodual of {y n } ∞ n=0 "), and {y n } ∞ n=0 is said to be levodual to {x n } ∞ n=0 . In the parlance of frame theory, if S y is the synthesis operator of {y n } and A x is the analysis operator of {x n }, then {x n } is dextrodual to {y n } if S y A x = I. However, a sequence does not need to be a frame to have a dextrodual. For example, {e n } ∞ n=0 is not even Bessel in L 2 (µ) for µ a singular measure, but (10) shows that the Parseval frame {g n } ∞ n=0 is dextrodual to {e n } ∞ n=0 . For a singular probability measure µ on [0, 1), in [8] we demonstrate a large class of dextroduals of {e n } ∞ n=0 via the following theorem: Theorem B (HW15). Let µ be a singular probability measure on [0, 1). Let ν be another singular probability measure on [0, 1) such that ν ⊥ µ. Let 0 < η ≤ 1, and define λ := ηµ + (1 − η)ν. Let {h n } be the sequence associated to {e n } in L 2 (λ) via the Kaczmarz algorithm in Equation (9) . Then for all f ∈ L 2 (µ),
It is worth noting that since the sequence {h n } is a Parseval frame in
Hence, {ηh n } is a tight frame in L 2 (µ) with frame bound η. If η = 1, then {ηh n } = {g n } is the canonical sequence associated to µ by (9), a Parseval frame that by (10) is a dextrodual of {e n } in L 2 (µ). When η < 1, this theorem gives us a number of other dextroduals of {e n } that, while not Parseval frames, are tight frames. These dextroduals then provide us with reproducing kernels analogous to Theorem 1. Proof. Fix z ∈ D. Let N ∈ N 0 , and suppose n > m ≥ N. Then since {h n } is Bessel, we have
As N → ∞, the right side goes to 0, which shows that the sequence
and hence convergent in L 2 (µ). By continuity of the inner product in L 2 (µ), we then have
Observe that since {h n } is Bessel,
A summable series in a normed linear space is Abel summable. Hence, for all 0 < r ≤ 1, we have that Since
the above shows that for each 0 < r < 1, K z (re 2πix ) ∈ L 2 (µ) with respect to the variable x, and K * z is an L 2 (µ)-boundary function of K z (w). We compute that
The following result generalizes the construction in Theorem B and gives us dextroduals of {e n } that are also frames:
Theorem 5. Suppose µ and λ are singular probability measures on [0, 1) such that µ << λ, and suppose there exist constants A and B such that
is a frame in L 2 (µ) with bounds no worse than , and definef := f · χ M . First, we observe that
This shows that
Then because {h n } is a Parseval frame in L 2 (λ), the previous two computations show that
and hence that hn dµ dλ is a frame in L 2 (µ) with bounds no worse than 
which shows that
Combining Theorems 4 and 5, we obtain kernels which are in K(µ). These kernels, however, are not the restriction of the Szegő kernel on some subspace of H 2 , as we shall now demonstrate.
Proposition 3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 5. The set
It is clearly a linear subspace of H 2 by sesquilinearity of the inner product in L 2 (µ). By Equation (19),
Thus, J(λ) is a closed subset of H 2 by virtue of L 2 (µ) being closed. Now, let S * denote the backward shift operator acting on H 2 . Let {α n } be the sequence from (11) satisfying h n = n i=0 α n−i e i . Observe that for all n ∈ N 0 ,
For any f ∈ L 2 (λ), it is trivial to see that
We compute that f − f, e 0 λ e 0 e 1 , h n λ = f, e 1 h n λ − f, e 0 λ e 0 , e 1 h n λ = f, h n+1 λ − α n+1 f, e 0 λ − f, e 0 λ e 0 , h n+1 λ + f, e 0 λ α n+1 e 0 , e 0 λ = f, h n+1 λ , because e 0 , e 0 λ = 1 and e 0 , h n+1 λ = 0 for all n ≥ 0. Thus,
As before, let M = supp
Observe that on [0, 1)
Let us examine the particular case in which f = e 0 ∈ L 2 (µ). We have
as sets of functions. Thus
The following lemma is a consequence of Abel summability.
Definition 10. For F, G ∈ J(λ), define the inner product as:
Corollary 3. The space J(λ) in Equation (20), when equipped with the inner product in Equation (22), is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space with kernel
and the norm of this space is equivalent to the usual Hardy space norm.
Proof. By Lemma 1, the mapping F → F * is well-defined from J(λ) to L 2 (µ), and by definition is a bijection. When J(λ) is equipped with the norm induced by ·, · J , the mapping is an isometry. It follows that J(λ) is complete.
Let F ∈ J(λ). Observe that by Theorem 5,
showing that · J and · H 2 are equivalent norms on J(λ).
, and it follows from Theorem 4 that K z (w) is well-defined on D, possesses an L 2 (µ)-boundary, and reproduces itself with respect to that boundary. For each z ∈ D, as shown in the proof of Theorem 4,
and
It remains only to show that {K z (w) : z ∈ D} is complete in J(λ). Let b denote the inner function corresponding to the measure λ from Proposition 3 (where µ = dµ dλ dλ). Since {h n } is the canonical sequence associated to λ via the Kaczmarz algorithm in (9) , it follows as in the proof of Theorem 1 that
where the convergence occurs absolutely in norm. Therefore, if 
These kernels are, of course, linearly dense in H(d), and since the norm on H(d) corresponds to the L 2 (µ)-boundary norm, we must have that the boundary functions of the kernels, { k d z * : z ∈ D}, are linearly dense in L 2 (µ). As remarked in [15] , the radial limits of d
Suppressing the constant 1 − d(z), we see that
, which completes the proof.
We now obtain our desired result concerning the multitude of elements of K(µ).
Corollary 4.
Under the hypotheses and notations of Theorem 5 and Corollary 3, we have that K ∈ K(µ), and µ ∈ M(K).
We close this section with a few observations. By Proposition 3, if λ [0, 1) \ supp dµ dλ > 0, then because J(λ) is not backward-shift-invariant, the kernel K in Corollary 3 is a positive matrix such that µ ∈ M(K), but J(λ) = H(b). Indeed J(λ) = H(u) for any inner function u, because H(u) is backward-shift-invariant. Moreover, the norm on J(λ) that yields K as the kernel is equivalent, but in general not equal, to the Hardy space norm. Only if A = B = 1 in Theorem 5 will the norms be equal. As such, the kernel K is not simply the projection of the Szegő kernel onto J(λ). In the case that λ [0, 1) \ supp dµ dλ = 0, the equality of J(λ) = H(λ) at the end of Proposition 3 is as sets; as just observed, the norms on these spaces need not be equal.
The Set M(K)
Starting with a singular probability measure µ, we have seen large classes of positive matrices K z (w) that reproduce with respect to L 2 (µ)-boundary integration. Reproducing in this way potentially has desirable application, but it may happen in practice that we are more tied to a particular positive matrix than we are a measure. Thus, it is natural for us to ask a question in the opposite direction: Given a positive matrix K ⊂ H 2 (D), for which Borel measures µ does K z (w) reproduce with respect to L 2 (µ)-boundary integration? In other words, which measures are in M(K)? For a given K, it is a priori possible that M(K) = ∅, though we know of no examples yet. As we have seen, though, this is thankfully not always the case, and the following results give us some more insight. 
.
Proof. For z ∈ D such that b(z) = 0, the equality is obvious. So suppose z ∈ D is such that b(z) = 0. We have So, each of the measures µ n , µ m , and ρ is in the affine hull of the other two.
Recall that the Clark measures {σ α : α ∈ T} are mutually singular [15] . It follows that µ m and ρ, since they are sums of Clark measures that do not share a common Clark measure, are mutually singular. Hence, if ρ = ρ a + ρ s is the Lebesgue decomposition of ρ with respect to µ m , we must have ρ a = 0, and hence . Therefore, by Lemma 2, if two of the three measures are in M(K), so is the third. 
